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Steady-state circular RNAs (circRNAs) have been
mapped to thousands of genomic loci in mammals.
We studied circRNA processing using metabolic
tagging of nascent RNAs with 4-thiouridine (4sU).
Strikingly, the efficiency of circRNA processing
from pre-mRNA is extremely low endogenously.
Additional studies revealed that back-splicing out-
comes correlate with fast RNA Polymerase II elonga-
tion rate and are tightly controlled by cis-elements
in vivo. Additionally, prolonged 4sU labeling in cells
shows that circRNAs are largely processed post-
transcriptionally and that circRNAs are stable. Circu-
lar RNAs that are abundant at a steady-state level
tend to accumulate. This is particularly true in cells,
such as neurons, that have slow division rates. This
study uncovers features of circRNA biogenesis by
investigating the link between nascent circRNA
processing and transcription.INTRODUCTION
Circular RNAs (circRNAs) are produced from pre-mRNA back-
splicing. During back-splicing, a downstream 50 splice site is
joined to an upstream 30 splice site in a reversed orientation,
resulting in a circular RNA molecule with a 30,50 phosphodiester
bond at the back-splicing junction site. Over 10,000 circRNAs
have been identified in metazoans (Salzman et al., 2012, 2013;
Jeck et al., 2013; Memczak et al., 2013; Westholm et al., 2014;
Zhang et al., 2014; Ivanov et al., 2015).
Although the majority of circRNAs still lack functional annota-
tion, recent observations are beginning to reveal that circRNAs
may play potentially important roles in gene regulation (Chen,
2016). For example, a few abundant circRNAs such as ciRS-7,
which is preferentially expressed in human and mouse brains
(Hansen et al., 2011, 2013; Memczak et al., 2013), could act as
miRNA sponges. A set of intron-containing circRNAs was shown
to regulate RNA polymerase II (Pol II) transcription (Li et al.,
2015). In addition, circRNAs may play important physiological
roles in different biological processes. Hundreds of circRNAsThis is an open access article under the CC BY-Nare regulated during human epithelial-mesenchymal transition
(EMT), indicating that certain circRNAs may affect EMT-related
cellular functions (Conn et al., 2015). Thousands of circRNAs
are expressed at high levels in the brain (Rybak-Wolf et al.,
2015; You et al., 2015). Many such circRNAs are upregulated
during neurogenesis (Rybak-Wolf et al., 2015) and are more
enriched in synaptogenesis than their linear counterparts (You
et al., 2015). It is worth noting, however, that how the dynamic
expression of circRNAs upon neuronal differentiation is achieved
remains unknown.
Understanding how circRNAs themselves are regulated is
important to delineate their associated function. CircRNAs are
derived from Pol II transcripts, together with their linear mRNA
counterparts. The processing of back-splicing requires the
canonical spliceosomal machinery (Ashwal-Fluss et al., 2014;
Starke et al., 2015; Wang and Wang, 2015) and is modulated
by both cis- and trans-regulators (Ashwal-Fluss et al., 2014;
Zhang et al., 2014; Conn et al., 2015; Ivanov et al., 2015; Kramer
et al., 2015; Starke et al., 2015). For example, treatment of HeLa
cells with a splice inhibitor followed by nascent RNA purification
revealed that circRNA biogenesis requires spliceosome assem-
bly (Starke et al., 2015). Most circRNAs in mammals (Jeck et al.,
2013; Zhang et al., 2014) and worms (Ivanov et al., 2015) are
processed from internal exons with long flanking introns that
usually contain reverse complementary sequences. Such se-
quences are capable of forming paired duplex structures that
significantly enhance exon circularization (Liang and Wilusz,
2014; Zhang et al., 2014). RNA binding proteins, such as
Muscleblind and Quaking, have also been shown to regulate
circRNA formation by bridging splice sites close together to
facilitate back-splicing (Ashwal-Fluss et al., 2014; Conn et al.,
2015).
Together, these known features of circRNA biogenesis sug-
gest that circRNA processing is, in principle, linked to transcrip-
tion and pre-mRNA splicing. However, direct evidence of how
and to what extent back-splicing is coupled to transcription
and splicing is lacking. Furthermore, it is known that the final
mRNA levels are balanced between their production and degra-
dation (Rabani et al., 2011). Thismay be the case for circRNAs as
well. However, the currently available circRNA profiling has only
examined steady-state levels of circRNAs. In this regard,
whether the pervasive detection of the steady-state circRNAs
in a cell-/tissue-specific manner (Conn et al., 2015; SalzmanCell Reports 15, 611–624, April 19, 2016 ª2016 The Authors 611
C-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
Figure 1. Detection of Nascent circRNAs by 4sUDRB-Seq
(A) A workflow of 4sUDRB-seq for nascent RNAs. PA1 cells were treated with DRB for 3 hr to block transcription, and 4sU-labeled newly synthesized total RNAs
were collected at different time points after DRB removal. 4sU-labeled nascent RNAs were incubated with HPDP-biotin and then purified by streptavidin beads,
followed by rRNA depletion and/or additional RNase R treatment to enrich for nascent circRNAs. The resulting purified nascent RNAs were subjected to
RNA-seq.
(B) Detection of nascent circRNAs. Nascent circRNAs and their linear mRNA transcripts from the PVT1 and POLR2A gene loci were captured by qRT-PCR from
purified nascent RNAs in PA1 cells. Note that nascent circRNAs, but not nascent linear mRNAs, could be detected after RNase R treatment.
(C) A Dox-inducible circRNA mini-gene stable expression system can efficiently produce a circRNA (circmCherry) from a split EGFP gene. The Dox-inducible
circRNAmini-gene contains a pair of complementary sequences (thick red arrows) that have the potential to form RNA pairing across introns (Zhang et al., 2014)
flanking the mCherry exon.
(D) The production of nascent circmCherry is efficient within 1 hr of Dox induction. The primers for qRT-PCR used to detect the different RNAs are labeled in (C).
(E) 4sU incorporation has no measurable effect on transcription of the mini-gene, splicing of egfp or back-splicing of circmCherry in HeLa cells. 4sU-labeled
nascent RNAs were purified by streptavidin pull-down and amplified by qRT-PCR from cells with the mini-gene in the following conditions. NT, non-treated; Dox,
add 1 mg/ml Dox for 1 hr; DRB+Dox, add DRB for 3 hr, washout, and then add Dox for 1 hr; Dox+4sU, add Dox and 4sU for 1 hr; Dox+DRB+4sU, add DRB for 3 hr,
washout, and then add Dox and 4sU for 1 hr.
(legend continued on next page)
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et al., 2013; Starke et al., 2015) truly reflects the endogenous
kinetics of circRNA production is unknown.
In the current study, we applied metabolic tagging of newly
transcribed RNAs by 4-thiouridine (4sU) (Fuchs et al., 2015)
to enrich nascent circRNAs and developed computational
algorithms to calculate circRNA processing kinetics globally in
human embryonic carcinoma PA1 cells. This comprehensive
dataset allowed us to quantitatively measure and compare
parental gene transcription elongation, pre-mRNA splicing, and
circRNA back-splicing at individual gene loci across a time
course lasting 16 hr. We gained a number of previously unknown
insights into circRNA biogenesis by analyzing the kinetics of
nascent circRNA processing. Moreover, investigation of nascent
circRNA processing in undifferentiated human embryonic stem
cells (hESCs) and their differentiated forebrain (FB) neuron
progenitor cells further revealed how the abundant and dy-
namic expression of circRNAs is achieved upon neuronal
differentiation.
RESULTS
Capturing Newly Synthesized circRNAs by 4sUDRB
Sequencing
To study the kinetics of circRNA processing, we have optimized
and applied the metabolic tagging of newly transcribed RNAs
(including circRNAs) by 4sU (Fuchs et al., 2015; Ra¨dle et al.,
2013). 4sUDRB sequencing (4sUDRB-seq) is based on the
reversible inhibition of transcription with 5,6-dichloro-1-b-d-ri-
bofuranosylbenzimidazole (DRB) and a pulse labeling with the
uridine analog 4sU after DRB removal (Fuchs et al., 2015) (Fig-
ure 1A). In our hands, treatment of PA1 cells with DRB for 3 hr
efficiently arrested Pol II transcription. After that, DRB removal
led to continuous transcription as shown by the observation
that the resumption of transcription of examined genes could
be captured as soon as 2.5 min after 4sU exposure (Figures
S1A–S1C). We also found that 4sU labeling allowed the purifica-
tion of 4sU-labeled newly transcribed RNAs (Figure S1D). Impor-
tantly, newly transcribed RNA signals from the proximal region
with respect to the transcription start site could be captured
with a short 4sU exposure time, whereas signals from the distal
region could be detected only with prolonged 4sU exposure
(Figure S1E).
The detected 4sU-labeled nascent circRNAs, for example,
POLR2A and PVT1, are extremely low (Figure 1B). To exclude
the possibility that the 4sU labelingmight affect nascent circRNA
processing or that the following N-[6-(Biotinamido)hexyl]-30-(20-
pyridyldithio)propionamide (HPDP-biotin) purification might not(F) Length distribution of newly transcribed circRNA-producing genes (red line)
DRB removal. Gene lengths were extracted from gene annotations. One thousa
***p = 5.9 3 10268, Wilcoxon rank-sum test.
(G) Estimated Pol II elongation time required for circRNA-producing (red box) an
cells. ***p = 1.3 3 10256, Wilcoxon rank-sum test.
(H) Analysis of transcribed genes by 4sUDRB-seq in PA1 cells. A transcribed gene
start site (TSS) within the proximal 10-kb region (top). After calculating the TER, the
4sU exposure time at each time point. Complete transcription of a given gene was
length. The statistics of transcribed and completely transcribed genes were sum
4sU-labeled RNAs detectable within 120 min after DRB removal. Nascent-circ
circRNAs within 120 min after DRB removal.be sufficient to capture circRNAs, we designed a Dox-inducible
stable circRNA expression system that efficiently produces
a circRNA from the mCherry exon (circmCherry) from a split
EGFP gene (Figure 1C). The expression of nascent circmCherry
was at least 100-fold higher than that of the nascent endogenous
circPOLR2A and circPVT1 (Figures 1B and 1D). Ten percent of
the skippedmCherry exon could be back-spliced to circmCherry
within 1 hr of Dox induction (Figure 1D). The 4sU incorporation
had no measurable impact on Pol II transcription, splicing of
egfp, or back-splicing of circmCherry (Figure 1E), suggesting
that 4sU labeling does not specifically affect back-splicing on
nascent circRNA. In addition, the following HPDP-biotin purifica-
tion was as efficient as methanethiosulfonate (MTS)-biotin puri-
fication in circRNA recovery (Figure S1F). MTS-biotin purification
is a recently reported method shown to have high efficiency
for 4sU-labeled RNA purification, in particular, for small RNAs,
which tend to have fewer uridine residues (Duffy et al., 2015). It
should be noted that the spliced linear egfp and the back-spliced
circmCherry are similar in size (800 nt) and that the average
length of nascent circRNAs in PA1 cells is 482 nt (data not
shown). Therefore, the 4sUDRB-seq used in this study has at
best a limited bias for the collection of nascent circRNAs and
their linear RNA counterparts.
4sUDRB-seq has been used to measure transcription elonga-
tion rates (TERs) (Fuchs et al., 2014). In this regard, short duration
4sU labeling, usually no more than 15 min, was applied to calcu-
late elongation speeds. In our study, datasets from 4sU labeling
for 10 and 15min (Figure S2A) were used tomeasure TERswith a
newly developed computational pipeline (referred as to TERate;
Figure S3A). Non-4sU-labeled pre-mRNAs and circRNAs, which
were pre-existing in cells and were non-specifically co-purified
with nascent RNAs, were removed as non-specific noise (Fig-
ure S3B). Importantly, the TERs calculated by our pipeline
were comparable to those calculated by the published method
(Fuchs et al., 2014) even though many more genes could be
calculated by our method (Figure S3C).
We found that the average length of nascent-circRNA-produc-
ing genes was significantly greater than that of non-circRNA-
producing genes (Figure 1F). Thus, it required a longer time for
such genes to complete their transcription (Figure 1G).We there-
fore prolonged the 4sU incubation of PA1 cells to 30, 60, and
120 min and even to 4 and 16 hr (Figures 1H and S2A) to identify
as many circRNAs as possible and to characterize the kinetics of
circRNA processing and decay during transcription. Compari-
son of read distribution revealed that the great majority of
the steady-state RNA sequencing (RNA-seq) mapped reads
was located in exons, whereas reads in 4sUDRB-seq withinand non-circRNA-producing genes (black line) in 4sU-labeled PA1 cells after
nd randomly selected non-circRNA-producing genes were used as a control.
d non-circRNA-producing (black box) genes to complete transcription in PA1
was suggested by at least 100 4sUDRB-seq reads mapped to its transcription
transcribed distance of a given gene was obtained bymultiplying TERwith the
suggested by the fact that the transcribed distance was no less than the gene
marized from RefGenes/UCSC known genes. Nascent RNAs were defined as
RNA-producing genes were defined as genes that could produce nascent
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120 min of transcription were largely located in introns
(Figure S2B).
Together, we have generated rRNA-depleted 4sUDRB-seq
datasets from PA1 cells, hESC H9 cells, and H9 differentiated
FB cells over a wide time course. These nascent RNA datasets
allowed us to capture newly transcribed circRNAs from long
genes and to study the coupling of circRNA processingwith tran-
scription and splicing.
Back-Splicing Is Far Less Favorable than Canonical
Splicing
Steady-state circRNAs have been detected from thousands
of gene loci in metazoans. Because they are expressed at low
levels from both endogenous genes and expression vectors
(Guo et al., 2014; Liang and Wilusz, 2014; Zhang et al., 2014;
Starke et al., 2015), the efficiency of back-splicing circularization
was predicted to be lower in general than that of canonical
splicing. One hypothesis is that spliceosomes are unfavorably
assembled at back-splicing sites. However, direct evidence
has been lacking and to what degree back-splicing circulariza-
tion is inefficiently catalyzed by the spliceosome is unclear.
To answer this question, we carried out detailed analyses
on the 4sUDRB-seq dataset in PA1 cells (Figure 2). Newly pro-
duced circRNAs could be identified by the CIRCexplorer pipeline
(Zhang et al., 2014) in different periods of 4sU incubation
after DRB removal. Examples of genes that produce nascent
circRNAs are shown in Figures 2A and S4. Such nascent
circRNAs were resistant to RNase R digestion (Figures 2A and
S4), confirming that the nascent circRNAs identified here were
in circles. Because circRNA-producing genes are usually long
genes whose circle-forming exons are not transcribed within
short 4sU labeling time periods (Figures 1F and 1G), only a dozen
nascent circRNAs were detected at 10 and 15 min of 4sU label-
ing time after DRB removal (Figure 2B; Table S1). With increased
time points of 4sU labeling, hundreds of nascent circRNAs were
identified within 120 min after transcription initiation (Figure 2B).
Compared to canonical splicing events at the junction sites of
circle-forming exons (Figure 2B), we found that the efficiency
of back-splicing was extremely low on a genome-wide scale
(Figures 2B and 2C). For example, although 111,865 upstream
splicing junction (SJ) reads could be identified at 120 min of
4sU labeling after Pol II transcription continued, a time point at
which almost all active genes have completed their transcription
in PA1 cells (Figure 1H), only 913 back-splicing junction (BSJ)
reads from 641 nascent circRNAs originating from 534 host
genes were detected in PA1 cells (Figure 2B). A large number
of newly synthesized circRNAs were found at 4 and 16 hr of
4sU labeling; however, the efficiency of back-splicing was still
generally low compared with the adjacent canonical splicing
events at these time points (Figures 2B and 2C). This was also
the case when using other pipelines (MapSplice [Jeck et al.,
2013] and find_circ [Memczak et al., 2013]) for circRNA predic-
tion (data not shown).
Additionally, we examined nascent circRNA processing by
quantitatively analyzing newly synthesizedpre-mRNAs, circRNAs,
and spliced mRNAs from two circRNA-producing genes, BMPR2
and ZNF148. Both genes are long and their corresponding
circRNAs are generated from middle exons (Figures 2A and S4).614 Cell Reports 15, 611–624, April 19, 2016The relative abundance of pre-mRNA was measured using a
primer set located inan intronadjacent to thecircle-formingexons,
and the spliced mRNA was measured using a primer set recog-
nizing adjacent exons (Figure 2D). We found that the production
of pre-mRNAs and spliced mRNAs gradually increased during
60 min of transcription elongation and that the relative abun-
dance of pre-mRNAs stopped increasing after 60min (Figure 2D).
However, nascent circRNAs were only beginning to be detected
at this time point, and the detectable nascent circRNAs were
extremely rare compared to their linear mRNA counterparts,
although more 4sU-labeled circBMPR2 and circZNF148 were
detected at prolonged labeling time points (Figure 2D). Together,
results from 4sUDRB-seq and 4sUDRB qRT-PCR regarding
nascent RNAs reveal that back-splicing circularization is far less
favorable than canonical splicing in cells (Figure 2).
Back-Splicing Circularization Is Associated with Fast
Pol II Elongation Rate
It is known that compatible rates of splicing and transcription
permit mRNA processing to occur simultaneously and that the
rate of transcription elongation can change the outcome of
splicing events (Bentley, 2014). As circRNA biogenesis depends
on the spliceosomal machinery (Ashwal-Fluss et al., 2014;
Starke et al., 2015; Wang and Wang, 2015), it is possible that
circRNA processing could be affected by the Pol II TER. Both
the newly developed TERate pipeline (Figures S3A and S3B)
and a published method (Fuchs et al., 2014) (Figure S3C)
revealed that the average TER of nascent circRNA-producing
genes was higher than that of non-circRNA genes (Figures 3A
and S3D), for example, 2.90 kb/min versus 2.29 kb/min calcu-
lated by the TERate pipeline (Figure 3A). This analysis suggests
that circRNA formation correlates with fast Pol II elongation.
To further confirm this observation, we constructed three cell
lines that expressed either a wild-type (wt) version of the human
Pol II large subunit implicated in elongation control or one of two
mutants (Fong et al., 2014). The Pol II mutants carried either
R749H or E1126G, which individually decelerates or accelerates
transcription, and each mutation was expressed from a vector
for a-amanitin-resistance (Amr) (Figures 3B and S5A). In brief,
293FT cells were transfected with either WT Pol II or a mutant
version for 24 hr, followed by the addition of a-amanitin to block
endogenous Pol II elongation during the whole experiment. 4sU
pulse labeling and nascent RNA collection were then performed
at 30 and 120 min after DRB removal to measure the TER (distal
versus proximal, D/P) and circularization index (CI, the relative
abundance of circRNA [C] versus spliced linear mRNA [L]) of
circRNA-producing genes (Figures 3B and 3C).
In agreement with previous reports (de la Mata et al., 2003;
Fong et al., 2014), the R749H mutant reduced Pol II TER (Fig-
ure 3D, top) and the E1126G mutant promoted Pol II TER (Fig-
ure 3E, top). Importantly, the circularization efficiency of the
examined circRNAs correlated positively with the altered Pol II
elongation rate. Whereas lower levels of nascent circRNAs
were detected with reduced TER (Figure 3D, bottom), higher
levels of nascent circRNAs were identified with increased TER
(Figure 3E, bottom). In addition, it has been shown that the
elongation complex tends to travel faster in genes with long
first introns (Jonkers et al., 2014). We found that most newly
Figure 2. Back-Splicing by the Spliceosome Is Unfavorable
(A) An example of 4sUDRB-seq for nascent circRNA produced from BMPR2 in PA1 cells. Top: a wiggle-track shows steady-state bmpr2 mRNA and circRNA
(circBMPR2) identified from RNA-seq of total RNAs after rRNA depletion (blue). Middle: nascent linear and circular RNAs from BMPR2 revealed by 4sUDRB-seq
with different 4sU labeling time points after DRB removal (red). Bottom: nascent circBMPR2 was enriched by RNase R treatment before 4sUDRB-seq (pink).
Alternative circularization events were also found after RNase R treatment. Splicing junction (SJ) reads (gray), which are circularized exons spliced to their
upstream or downstream exons, and back-splicing junction (BSJ) reads (red) for circBMPR2 were extracted from 4sUDRB-seq, respectively.
(B) The identified BSJ reads are rare compared to splicing events. Top: a schematic drawing of reads mapped to spliced exons, skipped exons, and back-spliced
exons. For each indicated transcription elongation time point, the total numbers of detected SJ reads, BSJ reads, reads upstream and downstream of SJ of the
exact same circularized exons, 4sU-labeled circRNAs, and originating host genes are listed. Of note, as RNAs transcribed within 120 min of 4sU incubation time
generates substantially more unspliced introns (Figure S2B), the depth of each 4sU-labeled sample was sequenced according to the concentration of each
purified sample and spiked-in RNA within 120 min of 4sU labeling.
(C) Comparison of the average SJ (black) and BSJ (red) reads from all nascent circRNA-producing genes (lines) and highly expressed nascent circRNAs (dotted
lines) across the 4sU labeling time course. The highly expressed nascent circRNAs are type I circRNAs (see Figure 4E for details). y axis, average numbers of
SJ and BSJ reads. x axis, 4sU labeling time points.
(D) The back-splicing efficiency of nascent circRNAs is low during transcription as revealed by qRT-PCR. Nascent RNAs purified from PA1 cells at different 4sU
labeling time points were subjected to qRT-PCR with primer sets (arrows) that individually recognize circRNAs, pre-mRNAs, and spliced mRNAs at BMPR2 (top)
and ZNF148 (bottom) gene loci. The relative abundance of circRNAs, pre-mRNAs, and spliced mRNAs at each time point was plotted.
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Figure 3. Back-Splicing Is Correlated with
Fast Pol II Elongation Rate
(A) The Pol II TER of circRNA-producing genes is
higher than that of non-circRNA- producing genes in
PA1 cells. Left: TER was calculated as the average
value of 10 and 15min of Pol II transcription after DRB
removal. ***p = 7.23 1039, Wilcoxon rank-sum test.
Right: the length of nascent circRNA genes and of
control non-circRNA genes used in the left panel.
Note that gene length is similar between these two
groups of genes. n.s., not significant, p = 0.4,
Wilcoxon rank-sum test.
(B) A schematic drawing showing the experimental
procedure carried out in (D) and (E).
(C) Left: a schematic drawing showing how Pol II TER
is measured. ‘‘D’’ and ‘‘P’’ primer sets are used to
quantify pre-mRNA accumulation at distal and
proximal regions with respect to the TSS. Right: a
schematic drawing showing how the circularization
index is calculated. ‘‘C’’ and ‘‘L’’ primer sets are used
to quantify circRNAs and linear RNAs.
(D) A reduced TER (slow Pol II mutant R749H) leads
to lower level of nascent circRNA production, as
revealed by qRT-PCR at gene loci examined in 293FT
cells.
(E) An enhanced TER (fast Pol II mutant E1126G)
leads to higher level of nascent circRNA production,
as revealed by qRT-PCR at gene loci examined in
293FT cells.
In (D) and (E), error bars represent ±SD of biological
repeats. **p < 0.01.synthesized (and steady-state) circRNAs are derived from genes
with a significantly long first intron (Figure S5B). These observa-
tions further indicate that circRNA formation associates with fast
Pol II TER.
Back-Splicing Largely Occurs Post-transcriptionally
Nascent circRNA formation correlates with fast Pol II TER (Fig-
ure 3) and a few circRNAs could be produced co-transcription-
ally within short 4sU labeling periods (10 and 15 min) after DRB
removal (Figure 2). However, we noticed that only a limited num-
ber of nascent circRNAs could be detected within 120 min of
transcription initiation in the available 4sUDRB-seq datasets
(Figures 2B and 2C), whereas thousands of circRNAs were iden-
tified with longer 4sU labeling time and at the steady state in PA1
cells (Figure 2B; Table S1). This observation suggested that the616 Cell Reports 15, 611–624, April 19, 2016majority of circRNAs could be produced af-
ter the transcription of their parent genes
has completed.
Analysis of the 60- and 120-min 4sUDRB
datasets from PA1 cells revealed that most
(90%) of the nascent circRNA-producing
genes had been transcribed to their termi-
nation sites after 60 min (Figures 4A and
4B). Only a small portion of circRNA-pro-
ducing genes generated nascent circRNAs
at 60 min of 4sU labeling. In contrast, a
greater number of such genes could
generate nascent circRNAs at extendedtime points (4 and 16 hr) of 4sU labeling (Figure 4C). Indeed,
comparison of the number of back-splicing and splicing junction
sites in the same exact circRNA-forming exons further revealed
that back-splicing was continually increased within the exam-
ined 16-hr 4sU labeling period, whereas the metabolism of ca-
nonical splicing had mostly achieved an equilibrium at the 4-hr
time point (Figure 4D). This was also the case when average
SJ and BSJ reads were analyzed for highly expressed nascent
circRNAs (Figure 2C). Together, these results show that back-
splicing largely occurs post-transcriptionally.
The Steady-State Level of circRNAs Correlates
Positively with Levels of Nascent circRNAs
Depending on the time when a nascent circRNA was detected
during the 4sU pulse labeling, we classified newly synthesized
circRNAs into two major types for further analysis (Figure 4E).
Type I circRNAs could be detected as early as with 120 min of
4sU labeling and also found with 4 and 16 hr of 4sU labeling,
whereas type II circRNAs were detected only with 4 and 16 hr
of 4sU labeling (Figure 4E). Accordingly, the steady-state
expression level of group I circRNAs was remarkably higher
than that of group II circRNAs (Figure 4F). Such nascent
circRNAs first appeared within 120 min (Figure 4G) and kept
accumulating in the later time points. Moreover, the steady-state
levels of circRNAs also correlated positively with their nascent
levels in examined genes (Figure 4G). These results strongly
suggest that the widespread detection of some abundant
steady-state circRNAs is largely due to their post-transcriptional
accumulation after synthesis.
Here, to compare the expression of circRNAs among different
samples, we applied RPM (mapped back-splicing junction reads
per million mapped reads) (Zhang et al., 2014) to quantify the
relative expression of circRNAs in each sample by normalizing
across different sequencing depths (see the Supplemental
Experimental Procedures). RPM R0.1 was used as a cutoff to
identify circRNAs with high confidence as previously reported
(Zhang et al., 2014).
We measured the CI values of several circRNA-producing
genes at nascent and steady-state levels to validate what we
observed from the 4sUDRB-seq in PA1 cells (Figures 4E–4G).
For all examined circRNAs, their circularization gradually accu-
mulated within 16 hr, and their CI values at the steady state
were much higher than those at nascent levels (Figure 4H).
Noticeably, all examined circRNAs were stable, whereas their
corresponding linear transcripts had an average half-life of
8 hr (Figure 4I). These results indicate that the accumulation
of newly synthesized circRNAs significantly contributes to their
widespread detection at steady-state levels. By quantitative
comparison of six different circRNAs in four commonly used
human cell lines, we further confirmed that the steady-state
levels of circRNAs correlated positively with their nascent levels
(Figure 4J).
Nascent circRNA Processing Is under Tight cis-
Regulation
It has been shown that complementary sequences (mostly in-
verted repeated Alu elements, IRAlus, in human) across long
flanking introns facilitate the back-splicing of exons (Liang and
Wilusz, 2014; Zhang et al., 2014; Kramer et al., 2015). If this
were the case, we would expect to observe cis-complemen-
tary sequences embedded within flanking introns of nascent
circRNA-forming exons. Indeed, 70% of nascent exon circulari-
zation events in PA1 cells were associated with potential RNA
pairing across introns (Figure 5A). Importantly, when the intronic
RNA pairing across the circle-forming exons was disrupted
by CRISPR-Cas9 mediated genome editing at the examined
circRNA-producing locus, GCN1L1 (Figure 5B), no circGCN1L1
could be detected at this locus at all (Figure 5C). This endoge-
nous analysis demonstrates that the RNA pairing is required
for circRNA formation. Notably, the removal of one intronic com-
plementary sequence (ICS) bracketing the circularized exons
hadnomeasurable effect on linearmRNAprocessing (Figure 5C).
Thus, genome editing of the intronic RNA pairing that is requiredfor circRNA biogenesis provides a neat way to specifically knock
out the expression of a circRNA expression without affecting its
residential mRNA.
ICS deletion also had no effect on the Pol II TER at this
locus (Figure 5D). Importantly, TER augmentation in PA1 cells
by introducing the fast Pol II mutant (E1126G) increased
circGCN1L1 processing, but it could not induce any circRNA
formation in ICS knockout cells (Figure 5D). Thus, although
circRNA formation is correlated with fast Pol II elongation
speed, it also requires RNA pairing in flanking introns. Together,
nascent circRNA biogenesis is under tight control by cis-
complementary sequences in flanking introns, although its
efficiency is low.
Neuron-Expressed Genes Do Not Significantly
Contribute to Neuronal circRNA Expression
Thousands of steady-state circRNAs are expressed at high
levels in mammalian brain (Rybak-Wolf et al., 2015; You et al.,
2015). Many such circRNAs appear to be upregulated during
neurogenesis independently of their linear isoforms (Rybak-
Wolf et al., 2015; You et al., 2015). However, the underlying
mechanism that causes this significant circRNA upregulation
has remained unclear.
We examined circRNA expression during human neurogene-
sis by differentiating hESC H9 cells (H9 D0) into FB neuron pro-
genitor cells (Figures 6A and S6A; data not shown) (Chen et al.,
2015). At the D26 differentiation time window (FB D26), all FB
marker genes were expressed, and such FB neurons could
only proliferate slowly (data not shown). We collected total
RNAs from these two cell types followed by rRNA depletion
and sequenced the steady-state levels of both linear and circular
RNAs. In agreement with previous findings (Rybak-Wolf et al.,
2015; You et al., 2015), we found that the steady-state levels
of circRNAs (Figure 6B), including highly expressed ones with
RPMR0.1, were significantly upregulated upon hESC differenti-
ation into FB neurons. For example, whereas only 162 high-con-
fidence circRNAs were detected in H9 cells, 785 circRNAs with
RPM R0.1 were identified in FB neurons (Figure 6B; Tables S3
and S4).
What contributes to this specific circRNA expression upon
neurogenesis? One hypothesis is that the specific expression
of neuronal lineage genes could generate significantly more
circRNAs, resulting in increased circRNA expression in neu-
rons. To test this hypothesis, we first analyzed lineage-specific
expressed genes that are at least 5-fold enriched in either H9
hESCs or FB neurons, and we found that approximately 8%
of genes were highly expressed in each of the two cell types
(Figure 6C). We then analyzed how many circRNAs could be
produced from these cell-type-specifically expressed genes.
Whereas 65 of 351 H9-specific genes produced circRNAs,
125 of 347 FB-specific genes generated circRNAs with the
current datasets (Figure 6D, left). In addition, only 152
(3.4%) H9-specific circRNAs and 456 (4.0%) FB-specific
circRNAs were produced due to cell-type-specific gene
expression (Figure 6D, right). Thus, neuronal lineage-specific
expressed genes did not contribute significantly to the high
expression of steady-state circRNAs in hESC-differentiated
FB neurons.Cell Reports 15, 611–624, April 19, 2016 617
Figure 4. Post-transcriptional Synthesis and Accumulation of circRNA
(A and B) Most nascent pre-mRNAs have completed their transcription within 60 min. Reads per kilobase per million mapped reads (RPKM) distribution (A) and
correlation (B) of pre-mRNA expression showed that most pre-mRNAs have similar expression at 60- and 120-min 4sU exposure time points after DRB removal.
(C) CircRNAs are processed post-transcriptionally. Numbers of completely transcribed circRNA-producing genes and such genes that produce nascent
circRNAs are indicated at 60- and 120-min and 4- and 16-hr of 4sU labeling time points after DRB removal.
(D) Detection of circRNAs at prolonged 4sU labeling time points. The detected back-splicing sites (red line) and their adjacent canonical splicing sites (black line)
were plotted across a 16-hr 4sU labeling period. y axis, numbers of splicing and back-splicing sites. x axis, 4sU labeling time points.
(E) Classification of two types of 4sU-labeled circRNAs in PA1 cells. Type I, circRNAs could be continuously detected at 2, 4, and 16 hr of 4sU labeling. Type II,
circRNAs could only be detected at 4- and 16-hr 4sU-labeling time points.
(F) The 4sU-labeled nascent circRNAs early detected (E, type I) accumulated to a higher level at the steady state than those identified only at prolonged 4sU
labeling time points (E, type II). ***p = 2.3 3 1040, Wilcoxon rank-sum test.
(legend continued on next page)
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Figure 5. RNA Pairing across Flanking Circle-
Forming Exons Is Required for circRNA
Biogenesis
(A) Nascent circRNA formation is associated with
complementary sequences in flanking introns. All
newly synthesized circRNAs detected within 16 hr of
4sU labeling in PA1 cells were analyzed.
(B) A strategy for knocking out circRNA expression at
an endogenous locus. The human GCN1L1 locus
is shown. The circle-forming exons in GCN1L1 are
bracketed by one ICS pair with the opposite orien-
tation. One ICS was deleted by CRISPR-Cas9 as
indicated. Sanger sequencing of genomic DNA
shows the specific ICS deletion in one clone.
(C) Loss of intronic RNA pairing across the circle-
forming exons in GCN1L1 completely blocks
circGCN1L1 formation but has no effect on the linear
gcn1l1mRNA processing. RT-PCR primers detecting
the linear and circular RNAs are indicated in (B) by
black and blue arrows. A probe for northern blotting
was designed across the BSJ. Two clones of the
control (Ctrl) and ICS knockout (KO) were tested.
(D) An enhancedPol II TER cannot induce circGCN1L1
formation in ICS KO PA1 cells. Note that introducing
the fast Pol II mutant E1126G into the Ctrl PA1 cells
led to increased nascent circGCN1L1 formation. The
verification of the Pol II mutant E1126G transfection
into Ctrl and ICS KO PA1 cells is not shown.High Expression of circRNAs in Neurons Is Associated
with Enhanced Transcription of circRNA-Producing
Genes
To further dissect what causes the differential expression of
circRNAs in neurons, we performed 4sUDRB-seq analyses
in H9 cells and FB neurons as we had done in PA1 cells. At
120-min 4sU labeling after DRB removal, 1,528 and 2,171
nascent circRNAs were identified in H9 cells and FB neurons
(Figure 6E). Although 40% more nascent circRNAs could be
detected in FB neurons, back-splicing in general appeared to
be much less efficient than canonical splicing in both H9 and
H9 differentiated neurons (Figure S6B), similar to what we
observed in PA1 cells (Figure 2). For example, only thousands
of BSJ reads could be identified in 60- or 120-min 4sU-labeled
nascent RNA samples. In contrast, approximately 78,471 to
369,364 upstream or downstream SJ reads could be detected
at the same circularized exons (Figure S6B).
Similarly to PA1 cells, it took more than 60 min for greater than
90% of annotated genes to complete transcription in both H9
and FB neurons (Figure S6C). Analysis of the coupling of circRNA
processing with transcription revealed that nascent circRNA
formation was associated with fast Pol II transcription in both(G) Heatmap illustrating that the steady-state levels of circRNAs correlate positi
(H)–(J) are labeled on the right.
(H) The abundance of steady-state circRNAs is largely due to post-transcriptional
of 4sU labeling were examined by qRT-PCR.
(I) CircRNAs are muchmore stable than their linear mRNA counterparts. The relati
mRNAs were measured by qRT-PCR after actinomycin D treatment in PA1 cells
(J) The steady-state level of circRNAs correlates positively with their nascent level
from the indicated cell lines for qRT-PCR. CircRNA expression was normalized t
In (I) and (J), error bars represent ±SD of biological repeat experiments.cell types (Figure 6F), consistent with what we observed in PA1
cells (Figure 3). The TERs of circRNA-producing genes ex-
pressed in both H9 and FB neurons were higher in FB neurons
than in H9 cells (Figure 6G). Importantly, more nascent circRNAs
could be produced from these genes in FB neurons than H9
cells (Figure 6G, bottom). We further validated the correlation
between transcription speed and nascent circRNA formation
from a group of circRNA-producing genes expressed in both
H9 cells and FB neurons. These examined genes were tran-
scribed more rapidly in FB neurons than H9 cells (Figure 6H).
Correspondingly, the CI values of nascent circRNAs were higher
in FB neurons than in H9 cells (Figure 6H). These results together
strongly suggest that the processing of nascent circRNA corre-
lates with fast transcription elongation speed and that the high
expression of circRNAs in neurons positively associates with
the enhanced transcription of circRNA-producing genes.
Accumulation of Steady-State circRNAs in FB Neurons
Next, we asked how the abundant but differential expression of
circRNAs is achieved upon neuronal differentiation. To answer
this question, we set out to compare the relative abundance of
nascent circRNAs with their steady-state levels in H9 cells andvely with their nascent levels for type I circRNAs. Validated type I circRNAs in
accumulation. CI values of steady-state and nascent circRNAs at 2, 4, and 16 hr
ve abundance of different circRNAs shown in (H) and their corresponding linear
.
in different cell lines. Steady-state RNAs and 4sU-labeled RNAs were collected
o 18S rRNA at the steady-state and nascent levels.
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Figure 6. High Expression of circRNAs in Neurons Is Associated with Enhanced Transcription of circRNA-Producing Genes
(A) Differentiation of H9 hESCs into FB neurons, as revealed by immunofluorescence of cell-type-specific markers.
(B) Steady-state circRNAs are upregulated during neuronal differentiation. The number and expression of all circRNAs (left) and high-confidence circRNAs with
RPMR 0.1 (right) are significantly increased upon neuronal differentiation. ***p = 2.2 3 10159 (left), ***p = 2.7 3 106 (right), Wilcoxon rank-sum test.
(C) Approximately 8% of Refseq genes with high confidence (RPKMR5) are differentially expressed upon H9 neuronal differentiation.
(D) Neuronal lineage-specific genes do not significantly contribute to neuronal circRNA expression upon differentiation. Left: numbers of circRNA- and non-
circRNA-producing genes specifically expressed in H9 or FB cells. Right: numbers of all circRNAs produced from H9 or FB-specific genes.
(E) Numbers of identified nascent circRNAs and their host genes at each indicated 4sU labeling time point after DRB removal in H9 cells and FB neurons
are shown.
(F) The Pol II TER of circRNA-producing genes is higher than that of non-circRNA producing genes in H9 cells (left) and FB neurons (right). ***p = 4.93 1023 (left),
***p = 1.5 3 1046 (right), Wilcoxon rank-sum test.
(legend continued on next page)
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FB neurons. We first identified nascent circRNAs with increased
expression upon FB neuron differentiation. In total, the expres-
sion of 1,772 nascent circRNAs increased (RPMFB > RPMH9)
and the expression of 1,370 nascent circRNAs decreased
(RPMFB < RPMH9) upon H9 differentiation to FB neurons (Fig-
ure 7A, left) at the 120-min 4sU labeling time point. As expected,
the steady-state circRNAs produced from the 1,772 upregulated
nascent circRNA-producing genes increased upon differentia-
tion (Figure 7A, right). Strikingly, however, the circRNAs from
genes generating lower levels of nascent circRNAs in FB neu-
rons still showed increased expression of steady-state expres-
sion levels in these cells, compared to those in undifferentiated
H9 cells (Figure 7A, right). Of note, the expression levels of the
corresponding linear mRNAs during the nascent and steady-
state states were variable during this process (Figure S7).
Indeed, the steady-state expression pattern of linear and cir-
cular RNAs was strikingly different between H9 cells and their
differentiated FB neurons. Although the total number and
steady-state expression level of linear mRNAs remained largely
unchanged, the steady-state levels of circRNAs significantly
increased in terms of their total number and expression upon
neuronal differentiation (Figure 7B). Thus, the synthesis of
circRNAs from rapidly transcribed circRNA-producing genes
and their accumulation lead to the detection of upregulated
steady-state circRNAs in neurons that have slow division rates
(Figure 7C).
DISCUSSION
In the current study, we investigated the kinetics of circRNA pro-
cessing using 4sUDRB-seqwith prolonged 4sU incubation times
after DRB removal (Figure 1). Our results support the view that
back-splicing is extremely inefficient in cells (Figure 2). The low
catalytic efficiency could be because the ligation of a down-
stream 50 splice site and an upstream 30 splice site by the
spliceosome is sterically unfavorable. It is known that flank-
ing intronic complementary sequences facilitate circularization
(Liang and Wilusz, 2014; Zhang et al., 2014; Kramer et al.,
2015). Such RNA pairing across circle-forming exons is also
highly associated with nascent back-splicing events (Figures
5A and 5B) and critical for circRNA processing (Figures 5C–
5E). Thus, nascent circRNA production is under tight cis-regula-
tion. Nevertheless, we cannot exclude the possibility that some
low expression level circRNAs may be side products of imper-
fect pre-mRNA splicing (Guo et al., 2014).
It has remained unclear how back-splicing circularization is
linked to transcription. A recent study suggested that circulariza-
tion might occur post-transcriptionally because mutation of the
polyadenylation signal of a circRNA-producing linear gene elim-
inated circRNA production in expression vectors (Liang and
Wilusz, 2014). Subsequent work revealed examples where a
poly(A) signal was not required for circRNA production from
mini-gene vectors (Kramer et al., 2015), indicating that circRNA(G) The Pol II TER of circRNA-producing genes is higher in FB neurons than in H9
genes in FB neurons than H9 cells (bottom). ***p = 2.7 3 1013, Wilcoxon rank-s
(H) Validation of the correlation between Pol II TER and back-splicing efficiency
biological repeat experiments.formation may also occur co-transcriptionally. Indeed, circRNAs
could be detected in chromatin-associated RNA from fly heads,
and lower amounts of steady-state circRNAs were detected
in flies carrying the slow Pol II mutant than wild-type flies
(Ashwal-Fluss et al., 2014), implying the co-transcriptional nature
of their processing. However, it should be noted that chromatin-
bound RNA is not precisely equivalent to nascent RNA as tran-
scripts with mature polyadenylated 30-ends are found in such
chromatin fractions (Bhatt et al., 2012).
Our results suggest that back-splicing of circRNA-forming
exons could occur both co- and post-transcriptionally (Figures
2, 3, and 4). On the one hand, similarly to alternative splicing
(Braunschweig et al., 2013; Fong et al., 2014), a relatively
modest increase or decrease in the elongation rate may have
a measurable effect on back-splicing (Figure 3). In addition, it
has been proposed that fast elongation favors RNA folding by
base-pairing of distal complementary sequences (such as in-
tronic complementary sequences across circle-forming exons),
which may result in non-sequential rather than sequential RNA
folding during transcription (Bentley, 2014). The positive cor-
relation between fast Pol II elongation speed and nascent
circRNA formation with flanking intronic complementary se-
quences thus indicates that fast elongation may allow non-
sequential complementary sequences across introns (rather
than within introns) to pair up for back-splicing. On the other
hand, although some abundantly expressed nascent circRNA
formation events were detected concurrently with Pol II tran-
scription (Figures 2 and 3), significantly more newly synthesized
circRNAs were identified after transcriptional completion of
their host pre-mRNAs (Figures 2 and 4). This finding is in
agreement with the fact that splicing of regulated alternative in-
trons often occurs post-transcriptionally (Braunschweig et al.,
2013). As it is well known that the regulation of alternative
splicing is complex, and because of recent findings that a
couple of proteins could regulate circRNA formation (Ashwal-
Fluss et al., 2014; Conn et al., 2015; Ivanov et al., 2015; Kramer
et al., 2015), it will be of great interest in the future to identify
additional protein factors that are involved in circRNA biogen-
esis and function.
Although circRNA production is inefficient (Figure 2), their
resistance to exonucleolytic degradation allows these RNA
circles to accumulate to relatively high levels in cells (Figures
4E–4I). Interestingly, we found that the steady-state levels of
circRNAs correlated positively with their nascent levels in all
examined cell lines with similar mitotic cycles (Figure 4J). This
finding thus suggests that thepervasivedetection of steady-state
circRNAs in a cell-/tissue-specific manner (Conn et al., 2015;
Salzman et al., 2013; Starke et al., 2015) likely reflects the endog-
enous synthesis of circRNAs: the more nascent circRNAs pro-
duced, the higher steady-state levels of circRNAs detected, in
particular, when cells have a similar population doubling time.
Furthermore, this finding provides additional evidence support-
ing the notion that circRNA decay is extremely slow.cells (top) and more nascent circRNAs are produced from circRNA-producing
um test.
for nascent circRNAs in H9 cells and FB neurons. Error bars represent ±SD of
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Figure 7. Nascent and Steady-State Levels of circRNAs upon
Neuronal Differentiation
(A) The accumulation of steady-state circRNAs in FB neurons is independent
of their expression levels at the nascent state. Left: the expression of nascent
circRNAs in H9 cells and FB neurons. A total of 1,772 nascent circRNAs
increased (blue circles) and 1,370 nascent circRNAs decreased upon H9 cells
differentiation into FB neurons (red circles). Right: the expression of steady-
state circRNAs in H9 cells and FB neurons. Steady-state circRNAs produced
from the nascent circRNA-producing genes shown in the left panel were
analyzed. Note that genes generating lower levels of nascent circRNAs in FB
neurons still led to increased expression of steady-state circRNAs in these
cells compared to those in undifferentiated H9 cells.
(B) Different expression patterns of steady-state linear and circular RNAs
between H9 cells and their differentiated FB neurons.
(C) A combined effect results in the abundant but dynamic expression of
circRNAs upon neuronal differentiation. On one hand, high expression of
circRNAs in neurons is associated with enhanced transcription of their
parental genes (top). On the other hand, upon neuronal differentiation,
circRNAs accumulate post-transcriptionally to high levels while their linear
counterparts do not (bottom).
622 Cell Reports 15, 611–624, April 19, 2016ManycircRNAsaremoreenriched inmammalianbrain than their
linear isoforms (Rybak-Wolfetal., 2015;Youetal., 2015).We found
that the enhanced transcription of circRNA-producinggenes upon
neuronal differentiation (Figures 6E–6H) and the passive accumu-
lation of circRNAs (Figure 7A) in the slowly dividing neuronal cells,
which haveapopulationdoubling timeof5days (Reubinoff et al.,
2001) or longer (data not shown), lead to theobservedhighexpres-
sionof steady-state circRNAs in neurons (Figure 7). Interestingly, it
appears that the high expression of circRNAs in the brain is inde-
pendent of their linear transcripts (Rybak-Wolf et al., 2015; You
et al., 2015). One possibility is that disparate decay rates between
circRNAs and their linearmRNA isoformsmay account for this dif-
ference. Indeed, circRNAsareverystable, and their corresponding
linear mRNAs likely have different decay rates (Figures 7A, 7B,
and S7). Thus, the linear-transcript-independent up-expression
of circRNAs upon neuronal differentiation could result from a
combined effect of augmented transcription of circRNA-produc-
ing genes, circRNA accumulation, and diverse decay rates of
circRNAs and their linear counterparts upon neuronal differentia-
tion (Figure7C).However, it is alsoworth noting that becausealter-
native splicing is prevalent in thebrain, back-splicing could alsobe
actively regulated by similar mechanisms.
Taken together, our study on nascent circRNA processing has
revealed that circRNA biogenesis occurs largely post-transcrip-
tionally and that nascent circRNA formation is restricted and
controlled by cis-complementary elements. The functional con-
sequences of these accumulated long-lived circRNAs are wait-
ing to be deciphered.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Additional details can be found in the Supplemental Experimental Procedures.
Metabolic Labeling of Nascent RNAs with 4sU and Nascent RNA
Purification
Metabolic labeling of newly transcribed RNAs was performed as described
(Fuchs et al., 2014; Ra¨dle et al., 2013) with modifications. PA1, H9, and
H9-differentiated FB cells were incubated with 100 mM DRB for 3 hr to block
Pol II transcription. Transcription recovered after DRB release and newly
transcribed RNAs were labeled with 300 mM 4sU. TRizol was added to stop
transcription, and total RNAs were extracted at each indicated transcription
elongation time point. Total RNA (100–140 mg) was used for biotinylation and
purification of 4sU-labeled nascent RNAs. See the Supplemental Experimental
Procedures for details.
rRNA Depletion, RNase R Treatment, qRT-PCR, RNA-Seq of 4sU-
Labeled RNA
Prior to nascent RNA-seq library construction, rRNA was depleted from 4sU-
labeled RNAs as previously described (Yang et al., 2011; Yin et al., 2015). The
ribo– nascent RNAs were further used for qRT-PCR and RNA-seq. RNase
R treatment was performed as described (Zhang et al., 2016).
Construction of Cell Lines with WT, E1126G, and R749H Pol II
293FT cells were transfected individually with vectors expressing Amr WT
human Pol II large subunit (Rpb1) (Rosonina and Blencowe, 2004), or Amr
Pol II carrying a single point mutation, E1126G or R749H (de la Mata et al.,
2003; Fong et al., 2014). The experimental procedures measuring TER and
back-splicing efficiency are described in Figure 3C.
Tet-on circRNA Expression Vector
An mCherry exon flanked by a pair of ICSs (Zhang et al., 2014) was inserted
into the intron (between the two 1/2 EGFP exons) of EGFP to obtain a
construct that expresses the back-spliced circular mCherry RNA and
spliced linear egfp mRNA with high efficiency. The CMV promoter was re-
placed with a Tet-on promoter to activate transcription in the presence of
doxycycline (Dox). The plasmid was stably transfected into HeLa cells
with the stable expression of reverse tetracycline-controlled transactivator
(rtTA).
Knockout of the circGCN1L1 Downstream ICS by CRISPR-Cas9
The inverted complementary sequence located in the downstream intron of
circGCN1L1 was annotated as described (Zhang et al., 2014). Two single-
guided RNAs (sgRNAs) across the ICS and Cas9 expression vector were
transfected into PA1 cells to disrupt the endogenous RNA pairing. The sgRNA
sequences are listed in Table S5. Positive double-knockout clones were
selected.
Calculation of Transcription Elongation Rate
A stringent computational pipeline (TERate) was developed to measure Pol II
TER for all expressed genes. Non-4sU-tagged reads were removed for calcu-
lation. A comparison of this method with another published method (Fuchs
et al., 2014) was performed. See the Supplemental Experimental Procedures
for details.
Back-Splicing Junction and circRNA Prediction
BSJ reads for the steady-state and nascent circRNAs were predicted by
CIRCexplorer (Zhang et al., 2014). The BSJ reads of each circRNA were
scaled to RPM by normalizing with sequencing depth to represent the rela-
tive level of circRNA expression. Wilcoxon rank-sum test was used to
compare between different samples. Newly synthesized and steady-state
circRNAs in PA1, H9, and H9 differentiated FB cells are listed in Tables
S1, S2, S3, and S4.
Statistical Analysis
Statistically significant difference was assessed using Wilcoxon rank-sum
test with R platform (R v.3.2.2), and statistical significance was set at p <
0.05. To evaluate the relevant correlations between two group datasets,
Pearson correlation coefficient (PCC) was also performed with R platform
(R v.3.2.2).
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